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Definitions and Acronyms 
 

OPC – OLE (Object Linking and Embedding) for Process Control; 

DA – Data Access; 

 

Purpose 
 

This document is meant to provide necessary information to LabVIEW developers on how 

to create reliable and fast OPC DA client application using OPC DA Client API for LabVIEW 

toolkit. 

 

Overview 
 

OPC DA Client API for LabVIEW toolkit provides all necessary OPC functions as a VIs to 

browse, connect, Read/Write tags from OPC servers using DA 2.XX and 3.0 interfaces. VIs 

use OPC .NET API provided by OPC Foundation ( https://opcfoundation.org ) to perform all 

functions described by OPC specification. 

 

Understanding the Components of the OPC DA Client API 
 

Browse Network 

 

Use “BrowseNetwork.vi” to browse local network. This vi returns array of string values with 

names of local network computers. 

 

https://opcfoundation.org/
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Browse Computer’s OPC Servers List 

 

Use “getOpcServersList.vi” to browse OPC servers list existing either on local machine or 

remote machine. Browsing operation failure on remote computer indicates that the DCOM 

settings are configured incorrectly or there is a problem with OPCENUM.exe. 

Note: The OPC client uses OPCENUM.exe for accessing the list of OPC servers 

running on remote machine. If remote machine browsing failed, before checking the DCOM 

configurations make sure that OPCENUM.exe service is running on remote machine and 

supports the OPC specification version that OPC client uses to connect. 

 

If “host” input is left unwired then this vi will return OPC servers running on local machine. 

Use either IP or name notation to browse network machine. There are two types of interfaces 

available: OPC DA 2.XX and DA 3.0. Use “specification” input to define which interface you 

want to use when browsing computer. 

 

Connect to OPC Server 

 

Use connect.vi to connect to local or remote OPC servers. If you are having problems 

connecting to an OPC Server, there are several issues to be aware of as you troubleshoot 

the problem. First, check your basics are correct, such as PROGID (program ID of the OPC 

server to which you want to connect) and Machine Name. Any spelling mistakes can be 

easily avoided by browsing to the machine and then selecting the OPC server that you want 

from the list. 

Note: DCOM settings should be configured correctly in order to connect.vi to connect 

remote OPC server. Please refer to Appendix I.  
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Browse OPC Server 

 

The OPC server tag used to reference the data. If the server supports tag browsing then you 

can select an item by using the “browseServer.vi”. 

Note: The ability to browse for items is not a requirement. As such, not all OPC 

servers will support this function. 

If “itemName” input is unwired or empty this vi will return root folder of OPC server. Use dot 

deliminator to build browsing path. 

For example: ChannelName.DeviceName.GroupName.TagName 

 

 

Create OPC Groups 

 

A Group is used to organize a collection of items, also referred to as tags, with a common 

set of properties. The group also specifies the following properties: group name, update rate, 

time bias, percent dead band, language ID, active state, and the type of data connection that 

should be made to the server. 

Use createSubscription(group).vi to create OPC groups. The groups are necessary to 

perform efficient read / write operations on a set of tags. The group has following settings: 

“Name” - Enter a name to identify the group. If no name is entered, it is the responsibility of 

the OPC server to generate a unique name for you. Normally, this name would be an intuitive 

description identifying the types of data this group represents. 
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“Update Rate” - Specifies how often, in milliseconds, the OPC server should provide updates 

for changing data. This allows for different update rates for each group. This rate specifies 

how frequently the OPC server updates the values of the tags for that group. Of course, 

these values are only updated if the value in the device has changed. 

“Time Bias” - Specifies the time difference in minutes between the client / server and the 

actual device. The information allows the client to convert the timestamp received by the 

server back to the local time of the device. 

“Percent Deadband” - Measured in the engineering units programmed into the device, this 

specifies the percent change in data required to notify the client of a data change. This avoids 

notifying the client when minimal changes are occurring and only substantial changes are 

desired. 

Note: For example, if you had a holding tank for hot fudge with temperature sensors 

connected to your PLC that are gauged to read temperatures of a range from 50 degrees 

Celsius to 150 degrees Celsius. Your OPC server is attached to the PLC and is reading tags 

from that PLC for the temperature readings from those sensors. The temperature in the 

holding tank fluctuates by fractions of degrees in Celsius, but you only want to be aware of 

changes in temperature greater than five degrees Celsius. Since this setting is a percentage 

of engineering units and five degrees out of the range of 100 degrees is five percent, you 

would set your Deadband to 5.0. 

“Language ID” - Specifies the language to be used by the server when returning values as 

text for operations on this group. 

“Update Notification” - Specifies the interface to use when receiving data change 

notifications, or initiating asynchronous requests. Valid selections are OPC 1.0 (No 

Timestamp), OPC 1.0 (With Timestamp), OPC 2.0 and OPC 3.0. Data Access 2.0 & 3.0 

servers automatically supply timestamps with all data transactions. 

“Active State” - Specifies the active state of the group. When the group is active, the client 

will subscribe to the addressed tags for each active item at the specified update rate. When 

the group is inactive, the items within the group are inactive and do not receive value updates 

unless requested by a one-shot read or write. 
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Add Items Into Group 

 

Once you have created your Server Connection and created a Group under that connection, 

it will be possible to add items by using “addItemsToGroup.vi”. 

 

 

Synchronous and asynchronous read and write 

 

The differences between synchronous and asynchronous reading and writing of OPC items 

are discussed below. The following image gives you an overview of the function principles 

of the respective calls. 
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Explanations on the figure 

- The red arrows show the call direction, the yellow arrows the resulting data flow 

- Data is exchanged between the OPC server and the controller using an Industrial 

Ethernet card  

- Data exchange between OPC client and OPC server occurs as inter-process 

communication (here: COM). 

- “Cache” refers to a temporary buffer which the OPC server generates for a particular 

group. It contains a local image of the process tags defined for this group (which in return 

are managed by the group as OPC items). 

- “Device” refers to the process tags on the controller. 

Explanation of the processes 

The following table explains the respective calls and data flows. In the process, the following 

consequences are pointed out: Also, table contains an information about functionality 

covered by LabVIEW OPC DA Client API. 

No

. 

Action Remarks Covered by OPC DA Client API 

1 Synchronous 

read job on the 

CACHE 

The value of the OPC 

item is read with the 

value currently located 

in the CACHE. 

readGroupItems.vi 

 

 
2 Updating the 

CACHE 

The OPC server 

updates the entire 

CACHE with the values 

from the DEVICE after 

the time period defined 

with the 

“requestedUpdateRate“

. 

Note: The 

requestedUpdateRate 

or also the returned 

update time by the 

OPC server 

(“revisedUpdateRate”) 

does not have to match 

the actual update time. 

Please note that the 

actual update time is by 

readItemsSynch.vi 
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no means shorter than 

the revisedUpdateRate. 

3 OnDataChang

e Event 

For OPC items 

parameterized as 

"active", the OPC 

server has registered a 

data change within its 

CACHE (new polled 

value <> cached 

value). These changes 

are reported to the 

OPC client and the new 

value is copied to the 

CACHE. 

Note: This mechanism 

is ideal for monitoring 

process tags. Please 

note that a 

DataChange event also 

triggers a change of 

status just as a change 

of value. The update 

rate corresponds to the 

actual "updateRate". 

The DataChange event 

only informs of the 

changed items. 

 

4 Asynchronous 

read job to the 

DEVICE 

The OPC client starts 

an asynchronous read 

job via the OPC group. 

The OPC server reads 

the requested process 

tags from the process 

image of the S7-CPU 

and delivers them to 

the OPC client via the 

OnReadComplete 

event. It then writes the 

read values to its 

CACHE 

Note: The OPC client 

continues being 

operable for 

asynchronous calls 

while the respective job 

is processed 

(”responsive“). 

readGroupItemsAsynch.vi 
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5 Synchronous 

read job on the 

DEVICE 

The value of the OPC 

item is read with the 

value currently located 

in the process image of 

the S7-CPU. 

Note: This access may 

take several seconds 

depending on physics, 

data traffic and data 

volume. During this 

time, the thread of the 

OPC client, which 

starts the synchronous 

read call, cannot 

perform any other 

tasks! Single threaded 

OPC clients are hence 

blocked during this time 

and cannot execute 

further operating and 

monitoring tasks. 

readGroupItemsSynch.vi 

 

 
 

6 Synchronous 

or 

asynchronous 

write job 

Write jobs are only 

executed to the 

DEVICE, irrespective of 

whether they are 

synchronous or 

asynchronous. 

Note: This access may 

take several seconds 

depending on physics 

and data volume. If a 

synchronous write job 

was triggered, the 

same behavior as 

described in point 5 

takes place; for an 

asynchronous call the 

OPC client behaves as 

described in point 4. 

writeGroupItems.vi 

 

 
 

writeItemsSynch.vi 
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Access to CACHE and DEVICE 

The following table summarizes what operations are possible on "DEVICE" and "CACHE". 

Operation DEVICE CACHE CACHE Covered by 

LabVIEW OPC DA 

API 

Synchronous 

reading 

+ + Reading from the 

CACHE requires 

the group and the 

respective item to 

be active. 

+ 

Asynchronous 

reading 

+ - The OPC server 

reads the tag from 

the DEVICE. This 

also updates its 

CACHE. 

+ 

Synchronous 

writing 

+ - Write jobs are 

always written to 

the DEVICE. 

+ 

Asynchronous 

writing 

+ - Write jobs are 

always written to 

the DEVICE. 

- 

Monitoring (event 

controlled) 

- + Monitoring of tags 

is only possible 

using the CACHE. 

- 

 

Comparison of application cases 

The following table contains a comparison of different application cases and shows the 

recommended procedure: 

Operation Cyclic/ 

Acyclic 

Data volume DataChange 

mechanism 

Sync Async 

 
 
 

Read 

Cyclic 
monitoring 

Large + * * 

Small + * * 

 
Acyclic 

Large - - + 

Small - + - 
 

Write 
 

Acyclic 
Large - - + 

Small - + - 

 

(*) The OnDataChange mechanism is executed asynchronous to the CACHE. 
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Remove Items from Group 

 

Use “removeItemsFromGroup.vi” to remove items from group. You won’t be able to read or 

write values for those items no longer using group name.  

 

 

Remove OPC Groups 

 

Use “disposeSubscription(group).vi” to remove groups. 

 

 

 

Disconnect from OPC Server 

 

Use “disconnect.vi” to disconnect OPC DA Client application from OPC server. 
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Example 
 

In this section is shown how to use provided simple application to interact as a OPC DA 

client. 

- Download and install grovf_lib_opc_da_client_api-x.x.x.xx.vip using VI Package 

Manager; 

- Open Simply OPC DA Client Example located in <Your LabVIEW 

path>\examples\Grovf\OPC DA Client API\example and run. This simple example uses 

OPC DA API to work with OPC servers. Click on the “Browse Network” button, program 

will populate all local machines on “Network” indicator. 

 

 
 

- Select the local network machine, then select the OPC DA interface type (in this example 

it is selected to “Data Access 2.XX”) and click on the “Browse Computer”. Program will 

browse all running OPC servers from that particular computer. 
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- Select one of the OPC servers and click on the “Connect”. If product is not activated yet 

the dialog window will pop-up providing options for either activating the product or using 

in evaluation mode. For more information about how to activate the product please refer 

to Appendix II. 

 
 

After choosing the running mode program will connect to selected OPC server from 

selected network machine and will display root folder in “Browser”. 
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- Double click onto items names in “Browser” to expand them. Go through paths and 

choose the tag. Program will highlight selected item and show it in “Selected Item”. Click 

on the “Read” to read the value of item. 
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Benchmarking 
 

The speed benchmarking of the OPC DA Client API is shown below. 

Graphic view. 

 

Table view. 

Tag 

quantity 

Time(ms) 

1 10 

57 18.5 

117 34.6 

371 72.08 

 

As you can see, as big your tag set that you wish to read as fast it will be performed. 

In this example we read all data types: String, Boolean, Double, Float, U8-U32, I8-I32, 

Array.  

A 20 % of tag quantity were array at list with 5 elements.   
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System Requirements 
 

Windows operating systems 32/64 bit. 

LabVIEW Base, Full, or Professional Development System 32/64 bit. 

OPC .NET API Redistributable. Will be installed with toolkit. 

.Net framework 4.5.1 

Note: After toolkit installation please perform windows restart.  

 

Application distribution which uses OPC DA Client API 
 

Upon creating distributive application (.exe) from LabVIEW code, which uses OPC DA Client 

API developer need to include the "OPC DA 3.00 Binaries" installer (which is located in 

<LabVIEW Directory>/vi.lib/Grovf folder) to your application installer (or install it manually on 

the machine which will run the application) in order to guarantee proper work of the 

application. 

 
Support 

OPC DA Client API for LabVIEW toolkit is supported by Grovf. For more information, please 

contact with us at:  

Website: http://grovf.com  

Emails:   support@grovf.com, info@grovf.com   

  

http://grovf.com/
mailto:support@grovf.com
mailto:info@grovf.com
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APPENDIX I 
 

MS Windows Security Configuration 

 

The easiest method of the Windows DCOM security settings configuration is explained 

below. This section will help configure and check your connectivity with the OPC server 

easily. For industrial usage additional security adjustment is needed.  

 

The easiest way to establish proper connection between OPC client and server applications 

running on different machines in local network is to perform following: 

1. Disable firewall on both machines. 

1.1. Go to Start -> Control Panel. 

1.2. Double-click the Windows Firewall icon. 

1.3. Select Turn Windows Firewall on or off on the left side of the window. 

1.4. For the appropriate network location (generally the Domain network location setting

s), select the Turn off Windows Firewall radio button. 

2. Create the same windows account (with administrator privileges) on the both machines 

with identical login name, password. 

 

DCOM Security Settings For OPC server machine. 

3. Go to Start -> Run or use the Windows Key + R shortcut to launch the Run window. 

4. Type in dcomcnfg and click OK. 

5. In the Component Services window, navigate to Console Root -> Component Services -

> Computers by clicking on the arrowicons to the left of the headings. Right-

click on My Computer and select Properties. 

6. On the My Computer Properties window, ensure that the following settings are properly 

configured: 

6.1. On the Default Properties tab: 

6.1.1. The Enable Distributed COM on this computer option is checked. 

6.1.2. The Default Authentication Level is set to Connect. 

6.1.3. The Default Impersonation Level is set to Identify. The remaining boxes 

should remain unchecked unless they were previously configured. 
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6.2. On the COM Security tab: 
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6.2.1. Under Access Permissions click on the Edit Default button 

6.2.2. Add the following. Do not remove any others that may already be listed there: 

6.2.2.1. Anonymous Logon (this must be added to the defaultsin order for OPC 

Enumerator to function correctly) 

6.2.2.2. Everyone 

6.2.2.3. Interactive 

6.2.2.4. Network 

6.2.2.5. System 

6.2.2.6. Windows account which is added in step “2” 

6.2.3. Ensure that both Local and Remote Access are Allowed for all of the above. 

6.2.4. Click on OK. 

 

 

 

6.2.5. Under Launch and Activation Permissions click on the Edit Default button. 

6.2.6. Add the following. Do not remove any others that may already be listed there: 

6.2.6.1. Anonymous Logon 

6.2.6.2. Everyone 

6.2.6.3. Interactive 

6.2.6.4. Network 

6.2.6.5. System 

6.2.6.6. Windows account which is added in step “2” 

6.2.7. Ensure that Local and Remote Launch and Activation are Allowed. 
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6.2.8. Click on OK. 
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APPENDIX II 
 

Activation procedure 
 

After installing the OPC DA Client API for LabVIEW toolkit user will have 7 days of evaluation 

period. During the evaluation period the product is full featured. 

Each time the VI’s of API are called the following window will pop-up, requesting user to 

select weather continue in evaluation mode or activate product.  

Note: The behavior will be the same if you have created executable using the API 

VIs. Please run the executable on the machine you want to activate. 

 

If you choose “Continue” the API will continue the proper execution during 7 days starting 

from the first launch. 

To activate the product please select “Activate”. The following window will pop-up. 

 

If you select the “Purchase Product” the Grovf web site will be opened. Please select “Next” 

to continue the activation procedure. Just after pushing button the following window will pop- 

up. 
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Send the numbers in fields “User Code 1” and “User Code 2” to email support@grovf.com 

or info@grovf.com. We will get touch with you as soon as receive email. 

Depending on type of activation, we will deliver one or two activation codes. If we deliver you 

only one activation code please enter that code into field “Activation Code 1”, otherwise 

sequentially enter the codes. 

After filling activations code/s please click on “Next”. If activation codes are correct another 

window will pop-up to inform you that activation is passed with success as it shown in figure 

below. 

 

Click “Finish” to complete activation procedure. 

mailto:support@grovf.com
mailto:info@grovf.com

